PERMIT ATTACHMENT L
CORRECTIVE ACTION FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT UNITS
[40 CFR 264.101]

This Attachment outlines the corrective action conditions associated with issuance of Holloman Air Force Base’s (HAFB’s) Corrective action Part. This Part was formerly called HSWA Permit before January 2, 1996 when NMED was authorized to administer corrective action.

Many of the requirements in this section have been completed by HAFB and submitted to NMED. The documents describing the corrective actions taken by HAFB are pending approval or comment by NMED. The Tables previously titled Tables 1, 2, and 3 have been reorganized into Tables A.1, and A.2. The latter have been incorporated into Permit Part IV of this Permit. This section has been revised to reflect previous permit modifications and conditions completed by Holloman AFB. A separate request for a Class 3 modification will be submitted by HAFB to NMED when the Secretary, NMED, deems solid waste management units appropriate for no further action. [See Permit Part IV for the Conditions governing the standards by which HAFB shall conduct Corrective Action].